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1. Introduction
We consider the problem of approximating or fitting n data points by an integer quasi-convex function defined on n
points using the least squares distance function (L2 norm) for measuring the goodness of fit. The negative of a quasi-convex
function is called a quasi-concave, unimodal, umbrella function or a function that satisfies umbrella ordering.We develop an
algorithm of linear time (O(n)) worst-case time complexity for computing a best fit by integer quasi-convex functions over
n points. Since the input is n data points, the algorithm is of optimal complexity up to a constant factor. A symmetric version
of this algorithm can be used to find a best fit by umbrella functions. Such problems – regression by special functions – arise
while exploring the functional relationship between dependent and independent variables when any definite parametric
form of relationship cannot be identified. Several such problems are stated in [1,2]. The well known isotonic regression
problem is one of the earliest problems in this category. For a history, see [3]. The second author considered the least squares
regression problem by quasi-convex functions without the integer restriction earlier [4]. The current problem with integer
constraint is more complicated as would be expected, and therefore it requires some special computations. To maintain
continuity we use the notation and concepts from the earlier article [4]. Integer constraints arise in practical applications.
The integer constrained isotonic regression problem was first introduced in [5]; the authors there present an application of
the problem. Later, we considered the integer isotonic problem with weighted uniform distance function (L∞ norm) in [6].
The current investigation proceeds along the same lines.
We let S = {1, 2, . . . , n} be a finite index set with n ≥ 2 and denote a real-valued function f on S by f = (f1, f2, . . . , fn).
A function g = (g1, g2, . . . , gn) on S is called quasi-convex if gi ≤ max{gp, gq} holds for all i with p ≤ i ≤ q and all
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1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ n [7,8]. We let d(f , g) = ∑{wi|fi − gi|2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} be a measure of the distance between f and g . (In
fact d(f , g)1/2 defines a distance function or L2 norm since it satisfies the well known triangle inequality.) Given a function
f , the integer quasi-convex regression problem is to find an integer quasi-convex g , called an optimal solution, so as to
minimize d(f , g). It is easy to show that a function g is quasi-convex if and only if there exists an index r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n, such
that g1 ≥ g2 ≥ · · · ≥ gr ≤ gr+1 ≤ · · · ≤ gn. (Thus gr = min{gi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.) An earlier proof of such a result for a
function on an interval appears in [9]; subsequently many proofs have appeared, see, for example, [10]. If r = 1 (resp. n),
then g is non-decreasing (resp. non-increasing). Similarly, a quasi-concave, unimodal or umbrella function g is defined by
the condition that gi ≥ min{gp, gq} for all i with p ≤ i ≤ q and all 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ n. Equivalently, g satisfies the unimodal
constraint or umbrella ordering: g1 ≤ g2 ≤ · · · ≤ gr ≤ gr+1 ≥ · · · ≥ gn, for some 1 ≤ r ≤ n. To solve the integer quasi-
convex problem, for each index r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n, we consider the problem of finding an integer function g so as to minimize∑{wi(fi − gi)2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} subject to g1 ≥ g2 ≥ · · · ≥ gr , and also to minimize∑{wi(fi − gi)2 : r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
subject to gr+1 ≤ · · · ≤ gn. It is easy to see that a solution g to this problem is quasi-convex such that gr or gr+1 equals
min{gi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Having computed a solution g and its error d(f , g) for each r , we find an index r for which this error
is minimum. The corresponding g gives an optimal solution to our integer quasi-convex regression problem. As is shown
in later sections that our algorithm does all the computations in O(n) time. As mentioned earlier we use the concepts and
notation from the earlier article [4], hence the reader is advised to consult that article.
In the classical analysis of regression and other optimization problems the least squares distance function has beenmost
commonly used. However, with advances in computational methods, other distance functions are also being used. See [1,
6] for details on the use of various distance functions. A more general separable function is used in [11]. Special functions
such as isotone, convex, quasi-convex and umbrella functions arise when considering applications to problems in reliability
engineering, economics, social sciences, order restricted statistical inference etc. To give two examples, humanmortality rate
(or the number of auto accidents) first decreases and then increases as a function of age (quasi-convexity) and the efficiency
of an organization first increases and then decreases as a function of its size (umbrella ordering) [1]. Umbrella ordering finds
many applications in statistics. The authors of [12–14] construct linear time algorithms for L∞ isotonic regression, and for L∞
and L2 unimodal regression. However, the second author has already developedO(n) algorithms for such and other problems
many years ago [4,10,15]. Specifically, [4] and [10] give algorithms for the quasi-convex, unimodal /umbrella functions with
L2 norm and L∞ norm respectively. Also, [15] gives algorithms for isotonic and convex functions with L∞ norm. The prefix
isotonic regression problems stated in [12–14] are also implicitly solved for L2 and L∞ norms in this work. References in [1,
2] identify optimal solutions of such regression problems as shifts of majorants and minorants, and also give a property of
these solutions in terms of Lipschitzian selection operators. Furthermore, they also develop results on infinite dimensional
versions of the problems and those defined on Rm. In a recent paper [16] the authors develop an O(n log n) algorithm to
solve the weighted L∞ isotonic regression problem. The second author has constructed an algorithm for L∞ quasi-convex
regression on Rm [17]. See [18] for some general integer constrained regression type problems.
2. Fundamental analysis
In this section we present analysis that is needed to develop our algorithm. We first define the well known isotonic
regression problem. A function g = (g1, g2, . . . , gn) is called isotonic (non-decreasing) if g1 ≤ g2 ≤ · · · ≤ gn. Given a
function f , the isotonic regression problem is to find an isotonic function g , called an optimal solution, so as to minimize
d(f , g). It is known that such a solution is unique. This follows from the fact that the set of isotonic functions is a closed convex
cone [19]. (However, the set of quasi-convex functions is a closed cone but not convex.) The integer isotonic regression
problem is to find an integer isotonic function g , an optimal solution, so as tominimize d(f , g). This problem in general does
not have a unique solution. In order to explore the relationship between the solutions of these two problems we define a
strong rounding scheme. In this scheme we follow exactly one of the following two conventions (i) and (ii) when rounding
during our algorithmic process. Every real number xwith k− 1 < x < k, where k is an integer, is rounded uniformly (i) to k
if x ≥ k− 1/2 and to k− 1, otherwise, or (ii) to k if x > k− 1/2 and to k− 1, otherwise. Clearly, strong rounding preserves
isotonicity and quasi-convexity. If x is any number, we denote by [x] its rounded value. For any function g = (g1, g2, . . . , gn),
we use the notation [g] = ([g1], [g2], . . . , [gn]), where each gi is rounded to [gi]. Thus [g] is the rounded function g . It follows
from [5] that if g is the unique optimal solution to the isotonic regression problem, then [g] gives an optimal solution to the
integer isotonic regression problem. Such a result, however, does not hold for the quasi-convex problem as will be shown
later in this section by an example. Actually, the rounding scheme in [5] is slightly more general than ours and we will call
it the weak rounding scheme. Thus, the above stated result from [5] holds under the weak rounding scheme. We use our
slightlymore restrictive schemebecause it is easy to explain and comprehend. In Section 3,wewill show the changes that are
needed so that the results and algorithm of this and the next section hold under the more general weak rounding scheme.
The result of [5] is generalized to separable functions in [11]. The following example shows that this condition of strong
rounding cannot be dropped. Let S = {1, 2}, f = {1, 0}, w = {1, 1}. The unique optimal solution to the isotonic regression
problem is g = {1/2, 1/2}with d(f , g) = 1/2. Consider the following three rounded isotonic functions [g] = {1, 1}, {0, 0}
and {0, 1}. Clearly the first two are optimal with d(f , [g]) = 1 and the third is not optimal with d(f , [g]) = 2. Only the first
two are strongly rounded. It will be seen later that only the first two are also weakly rounded. Throughout this section we
assume that strong rounding is applied whenever rounding is required.
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Wenow follow thenotationused in [4] anddefine several problemsneeded for our analysis. For a fixed index r , 1 ≤ r ≤ n,
we denote by Πr , the partition of the index set S = {1, 2, . . . , n} into two sets of consecutive indices {1, 2, . . . , r} and
{r+1, r+2, . . . , n}. For each partitionΠr , we denote the following two independent sub-problems P1 and P2with disjoint
constraint sets:
P1: Find gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and∆1r so that
∆1r = min
{∑
{wi(fi − gi)2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
}
,
subject to g1 ≥ g2 ≥ · · · ≥ gr .
P2: Find gi, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and∆2r so that
∆2r = min
{∑
{wi(fi − gi)2 : r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
}
,
subject to gr+1 ≤ gr+2 ≤ · · · ≤ gn.
We now define the integer versions IP1 and IP2 of the above two problems by imposing the integer constraint on gi.
IP1: Find gi, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, andΘ1r so that
Θ1r = min
{∑
{wi(fi − gi)2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
}
,
subject to g1 ≥ g2 ≥ · · · ≥ gr and gi are integer.
IP2: Find gi, r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n, andΘ2r so that
Θ2r = min
{∑
{wi(fi − gi)2 : r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
}
,
subject to gr+1 ≤ gr+2 ≤ · · · ≤ gn and gi are integer.
We note that both P1 and P2 are isotonic regression problems having a non-increasing and non-decreasing constraint,
respectively. We also notethat if g = (g1, g2, . . . , gn) satisfies the isotonic constraint of both P1 and P2, then g is quasi-
convex with min{gi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} = gr or gr+1. Similar observation holds for an integer function g that satisfies isotonic
constraints of both IP1 and IP2. The following lemma immediately follows from the rounding result from [5] stated above
as applied to P1 and P2.
Lemma 2.1. For each index r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, if (g1, g2, . . . , gr) and (gr+1, gr+2, . . . , gn) are optimal solutions to problems P1
and P2 respectively, then ([g1], [g2], . . . , [gr ]) and ([gr+1], [gr+2], . . . , [gn]) are optimal solutions to problems IP1 and IP2,
respectively. 
We now state and prove a basic theorem.
Theorem 2.1. For some index r, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, the following holds: If (g1, g2, . . . , gr) and (gr+1, gr+2, . . . , gn) are optimal solutions
to problems P1 and P2 respectively, then the combined rounded function [g] = ([g1], [g2], . . . , [gn]) is an optimal solution to the
integer quasi-convex regression problem with d(f , [g]) = Θ1r +Θ2r .
Proof. Let h = (h1, h2, . . . , hn) be an optimal solution to the integer quasi-convex regression problem. Let r be an index that
minimizes hi, i.e., hr = min{hi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Then (h1, h2, . . . , hr) and (hr+1, hr+2, . . . , hn) satisfy the isotonic constraints
of IP1 and IP2 respectively. Consider problems P1 and P2 for this r . If x = (g1, g2, . . . , gr) and y = (gr+1, gr+2, . . . , gn) are
optimal for P1 and P2, respectively, then [x] and [y] are optimal solutions to IP1 and IP2, respectively by Lemma 2.1. Now,
by optimality of [x] for IP1, we must have
Θ1r =
∑
{wi(fi − [gi])2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} ≤
∑
{wi(fi − hi)2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}.
Similarly, by the optimality of [y] for IP2, we have
Θ2r =
∑
{wi(fi − [gi])2 : r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ≤
∑
{wi(fi − hi)2 : r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
Adding the two inequalities, we get Θ1r + Θ2r = d(f , [g]) ≤ d(f , h). As was observed above, both g and [g] are quasi-
convex functions. Since h is optimal for the integer quasi-convex problem, by the previous inequality so is [g]. 
As was observed above, for [g] obtained in the above theorem, a minimum value of [gi] is obtained at index r or
r + 1. The above theorem suggests the following algorithm. For each r , we compute optimal solutions (g1, g2, . . . , gr) and
(gr+1, gr+2, . . . , gn) to problems P1 and P2, respectively. Strongly round them to obtain optimal solutions to problems IP1
and IP2 respectively. Combine the two solutions to obtain an integer quasi-convex function [g] = ([g1], [g2], . . . , [gn]).
Clearly, [g] is not necessarily an optimal solution to the integer quasi-convex problem. The overall error d(f , [g]) depends
upon r .Wedetermine anoptimal index r thatminimizes this error. Then the function [g] corresponding to this r is an optimal
solution to the integer quasi-convex regression problem. The optimal solutions to P1 and P2 for each r can be determined
in O(r) and O(n− r) operations, respectively, using the well known Pool Adjacent Violators Algorithm (PAVA). This gives a
complexity of O(n). The complexity of rounding the two optimal solutions and the computation of error is O(n). Since this
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process is repeated for each r , the overall complexity is O(n2). The main contribution of this work is to develop an algorithm
to solve the problem in O(n) operations.
Before we proceed further we give an example to show that rounding an optimal solution of the quasi-convex
problem does not necessarily give an optimal solution of the integer quasi-convex problem. Let S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, f =
(10, 0.4, 1, 0.36, 10) andw = (1, 3, 1, 2, 1).We compute optimal solutions to problems P1 and P2 for a fixed r and combine
them into one function g on S. Such a g and its error d(f , g) is given below for r = 1 or 2 and r = 3 or 4: (a) r = 1 or 2,
g = (10, 0.4, 0.5733, 0.5733, 10), d(f , g) = 0.273066 and (b) r = 3 or 4, g = (10, 0.55, 0.55, 0.36, 10), d(f , g) = 0.27. In
the first function g , points 3 and 4 are replaced by their weighted average, whereas in the second function g , points 2 and 3
are replaced by their weighted average. When we round each g above, we obtain optimal solutions to problems IP1 and IP2
combined as one function [g] with error d(f , [g]) as below. (c) r = 1 or 2, [g] = (10, 0, 1, 1, 10), d(f , [g]) = 1.2992 and
(4) r = 3 or 4, [g] = (10, 1, 1, 0, 10), d(f , [g]) = 1.3392. It is easy to verify that g in (b) is optimal to the unconstrained
problem, whereas g in (c) is optimal to the integer problem. Since [g] in (d) is not optimal to the integer problem, our
assertion is validated.
We use the concepts of the cumulative sum diagram (CSD), the greatest convex minorant (GCM) and the least concave
majorant (LCM), their segments and sections which are all defined in [4]. We now introduce some notation consistent
with [4]. Define the left and right cumulative sumsWLj, FLj andWRj, FRj, respectively, by
WL0 = FL0 = 0,
WLj =
∑
{wi : 1 ≤ i ≤ j}, FLj =
∑
{wifi : 1 ≤ i ≤ j}, 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
WRn+1 = FRn+1 = 0,
WRj =
∑
{wi : j ≤ i ≤ n}, FRj =
∑
{wifi : j ≤ i ≤ n}, r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
To obtain an optimal solution to P1, we plot the points PLj = (WLj, FLj), 0 ≤ j ≤ r , in the Cartesian plane to obtain the CSD.
Since gi are non-increasing in P1, we determine the LCM of the CSD called the left LCM. (In the isotonic regression problem
GCM is determined instead of LCM since gi are non-decreasing.) Let QLj = (WLj,GLj), 0 ≤ j ≤ r , denote the points on the
left LCM. Then the optimal solution gj, 1 ≤ j ≤ r , to P1 is given by the slopes of the line segments of the LCM as below.
gj = (GLj − GLj−1)/(WLj −WLj−1), 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
This gives
GLj =
∑
{wigi : 1 ≤ i ≤ j}, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
and, of course, directly from the definition of FLj we have,
fj = (FLj − FLj−1)/(WLj −WLj−1), 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
Now we consider P2. We may write the constraints of P2 as gn ≥ gn−1 ≥ · · · ≥ gr+1 thus reversing the indices to consider
gi non-increasing. We plot the points PRj = (WRj, FRj), j = n + 1, n, . . . , r + 1, in the Cartesian plane and obtain the right
CSD. We determine the LCM of the CSD called the right LCM. The points QRj = (WRj,GRj), j = n + 1, n, . . . , r + 1, on the
LCM give the optimal solution gj=(GRj − GRj+1)/(WRj −WRj+1), r + 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
If T is any set of indices, then we denote by av(T ) the weighted average of fi for i in T . Thus, av(T ) = ∑{wifi : i ∈
T }/∑{wi : i ∈ T }. We now define segments and sections, the significance of these entities will be evident in the next
section. If {u, u+1, . . . , v} is a maximal set of consecutive indices such that the corresponding points {QLu,QLu+1, . . . ,QLv}
on the left LCM are collinear, then the set of points {QLu+1,QLu+2, . . . ,QLv} or, equivalently, the set of indices (u, v] =
{u+ 1, u+ 2, . . . , v} is called a segment of the LCM [4]. The first point or index is not included in the segment. In this case,
by the geometry of LCM, points PLu and PLv lie on the left LCM, or equivalently, GLu = FLu and GLv = FLv . If T = (u, v] is
a segment, then it is easy to see that av(T ) = (FLv − FLu)/(WLv − WLu), the slope of T . As observed above, the slopes of
the line segments of the LCM give the values of optimal solution gi, hence, for any segment T = (u, v], we have gi = av(T ),
a constant value for all i in T . Again, if T = (u, v] and X = (y, z] are two segments with v ≤ y, then av(T ), the slope of
T , is strictly less than av(X), the slope of X . Hence, gi, which equals av(T ) for all i in T is strictly less than gi, which equals
av(X) for all i in X . Analogous to a segment, we define the concept of a section. If {u, u + 1, . . . , v} is a set of consecutive
indices such that the end points PLu and PLv lie on the left LCM (or equivalently, GLu = FLu and GLv = FLv), but none of the
intermediate points {u + 1, u + 2, . . . , v − 1} lie on the LCM, then the set of points {QLu+1,QLu+2, . . . ,QLv} on the LCM
or, equivalently, the set of indices (u, v] = {u + 1, u + 2, . . . , v} is called a section of the LCM [4]. A section may contain
just one point and two adjacent sections may or may not have the same slope. A segment is a disjoint union of one or more
sections, in which case all these sections have the same slope. Similar definitions and conclusions hold for the right LCM
with each segment and section being of the form [u, v).
The next theorem gives an important result that enables us to compute Θ1r from Θ1r−1. For clarity, we denote the
optimal solution to problem P1 forΠr by g r = (g r1, g r2, . . . , g rn). The following lemma is essentially Lemma 3.1 of [4] stated
here for sections. Its proof is similar.
Lemma 2.2. Assume s < r. If (u, v], v ≤ s, is a section of the left LCM for partitionΠr , then g si = g ri = gvv = av((u, v]), for all
u < i ≤ v, and, in particular, g sv = g rv = gvv . If (s, r] is a section for partitionΠr , then g si = g ri for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let g r = (g r1, g r2, . . . , g rn) be an optimal solution to the problem P1. Let (t, r] be a section of the left LCM for Πr
where 0 ≤ t < r. Then,
∆1r = ∆1r−1 +
′∑
(WLv −WLu)(gvv − g rr )2 + wr(fr − g rr )2,
Θ1r = Θ1r−1 +
′∑
(WLv −WLu)([gvv ] − [g rr ])(2gvv − [g rr ] − [gvv ])+ wr(fr − [g rr ])2,
where the summation
∑′ is over all disjoint sections (u, v] of the left LCM for partition Πr−1 such that (u, v] ⊂ (t, r − 1]. A
similar expression holds for Θ2r .
Proof. The equality for∆1r is essentially Theorem 3.1 of [4] stated here for sections. Its proof is similar. Now we prove the
equality forΘ1r .
Suppose first that t = r − 1, i.e. (r − 1, r] is a section ofΠr . Then g rr = av((r − 1, r]) = fr . By Lemma 2.2 with s = r − 1,
we conclude that g ri = g r−1i for 1 ≤ i < r . Hence,
Θ1r =
∑
{wi(fi − [g ri ])2 : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
=
∑
{wi(fi − [g r−1i ])2 : 1 ≤ i < r} + wr(fr − [g rr ])2 = Θ1r−1 + wr(fr − [g rr ])2..
Since (t, r − 1] is empty in this case, we conclude that the equality holds.
Now suppose that (t, r]with t < r−1 is a section forΠr . Then, as before, g ti = g ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ t . Also, g ri = g rr = av((t, r])
for t < i ≤ r . Hence,
Θ1r = Θ1t +
∑
{wi(fi − [g rr ])2 : t < i ≤ r}
= Θ1t +
∑
{wi(fi − [g rr ])2 : t < i < r} + wr(fr − [g rr ])2
= Θ1t +
′∑(∑
{wi(fi − [g rr ])2 : u < i ≤ v}
)
+ wr(fr − [g rr ])2.
Since, gvv = av((u, v]), we have
∑
wifi = (∑wi)gvv , where both summations are over the set (u, v]. Now,∑
wi(fi − [g rr ])2 =
∑
wi(fi − [gvv ])2 +
(∑
wi
)
([gvv ] − [g rr ])2 + 2([gvv ] − [g rr ])
∑
wi(fi − [gvv ])
=
∑
wi(fi − [gvv ])2 +
(∑
wi
)
([gvv ] − [g rr ])2 + 2([gvv ] − [g rr ])
(∑
wi
)
(gvv − [gvv ]),
where all summations are over a fixed set (u, v]. Again∑wi = WLv −WLu. Consequently,
Θ1r = Θ1t +
′∑(∑
{wi(fi − [gvv ])2 : u < i ≤ v}
)
+
′∑
(WLv −WLu)([gvv ] − [g rr ])2
+ 2
′∑
(WLv −WLu)([gvv ] − [g rr ])(gvv − [gvv ])+ wr(fr − [g rr ])2
= Θ1t +
′∑(∑
{wi(fi − [gvv ])2 : u < i ≤ v}
)
+
′∑
(WLv −WLu)([gvv ] − [g rr ])(2gvv − [gvv ] − [g rr ])+ wr(fr − [g rr ])2.
Now, by Lemma 2.2 with r replaced by r − 1, we have g r−1i = gvv for all i in (u, v]. Again, g ti = g r−1i for 1 ≤ i ≤ t . Hence the
sum of the first two terms on the right side of the above equation equalsΘ1r−1. Thus the equality is established. 
We let η1r = Θ1r −∆1r and η2r = Θ2r −∆2r . Clearly, η1r ≥ 0 and η2r ≥ 0. We now state and prove
Theorem 2.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2,
η1r = η1r−1 +
∑
{wi(g rr − [g rr ])2 : t < i ≤ r} −
∑
{wi(g r−1i − [g r−1i ])2 : t < i ≤ r − 1}.
Proof. We sketch the proof. By Theorem 2.2 we have,
η1r = Θ1r −∆1r
= Θ1r−1 −∆1r−1 +
′∑
(WLv −WLu)([gvv ] − [g rr ])(2gvv − [g rr ] − [gvv ])
−
′∑
(WLv −WLu)(gvv − g rr )2 + wr(fr − [g rr ])2 − wr(fr − g rr )2.
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Rearranging the terms we obtain,
η1r = η1r−1 +
′∑
(WLv −WLu)(2gvv [gvv ] − gvv [g rr ] − [gvv ]2 + [g rr ]2 − (g rr )2 − (gvv )2 + 2g rr gvv )
+wr(g rr − [g rr ])2 + 2wr(g rr − [g rr ])(fr − g rr ).
Since av((t, r]) = g rr we have,∑
{wifi : t < i ≤ r} =
∑
{wi : t < i ≤ r}g rr .
Rearranging the terms we obtain
wr(fr − g rr ) =
′∑(∑{
wi(g rr − gvv ) : u < i ≤ v
})
.
Substituting forwr(fr−g rr ) in the last term of the above expression for η1r , rearranging the terms and simplifying we obtain
the required equality for η1r . 
3. An O(n) algorithm and rounding schemes
In this section, we first present an O(n) algorithm for computing an optimal solution to the integer quasi-convex
regression problem. Later we discuss the strong and weak rounding schemes and apply them to an example. The algorithm
is based on Theorem 2.2 and the algorithm presented in [4]. Throughout the algorithm, we denote by [.] strongly rounded
values. As in Section 2, we denote the unique solutions to problems P1 and P2 for partition Πr by g ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ r and
g ri , r + 1 ≤ i ≤ n respectively. Also we let g r = (g r1, g r2, . . . , g rn) and [g r ] = ([g r1], [g r2], . . . , [g rn]). We use the notationWLj,
FLj,WRj, FRj introduced earlier and, for the purpose of algorithm, writeWL(j), FL(j) instead ofWLj, FLj etc.
Step 1.
Compute the cumulative sumsWL(j), FL(j),WR(j), and FR(j), recursively, by using, e.g.,WL(0) = 0,WL(j) = WL(j−1)+
wj. The complexity of this step is O(n).
Step 2(a). (for left LCMs)
This step implements the results of Theorem 2.2. In this step, we let h(r) = g rr , H(r) = [g rr ] and Θ1(r) = Θ1r . We
then simultaneously compute h(r),H(r) and Θ1(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Let LIST be a doubly linked list whose elements are
−1, 0, 1, . . . , n. For each p in LIST, let prec(p) and next(p) respectively denotes the element in LIST preceding and succeeding
p. Let also slope S(p, q) = (FL(q) − FL(p))/(WL(q) − WL(p)), 0 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ n, with S(−1, 0) = ∞. We use left labels
L(r), 0 ≤ r ≤ n. They have the property that, for each r , u and v are consecutive indices with L(u) > r and L(v) > r if and
only if (u, v] is a section of the left LCM forΠr . Initialize L(r) = n+ 1 for 0 ≤ r ≤ n. The stack structure is as in [4]. Initially
STACK is empty.
Line
(01) p←−1; q← 0; r ← 1; z ← q;Θ1(0)← 0;
(02)while r ≤ n do
(03) a← S(p, q); b← S(q, r);
(04) if a > b then
(05) h(q)← a; h(r)← b;H(q)← [a];H(r)← [b];Θ1(r)← Θ1(z); u← q;
(06) while STACK not empty do
(07) pop v from top of STACK;
(08) Θ1(r)← Θ1(r)+ (WL(v)−WL(u)) ∗ (H(v)− H(r)) ∗ (2 ∗ h(v)− H(v)− H(r));
(09) u← v;
(10) endwhile
(11) Θ1(r)← Θ1(r)+ w(r) ∗ (f (r)− H(r))2;
(12) p← q; q← r; r ← next(r); z ← q;
(13) else {a ≤ b}
(14) push q on STACK;
(15) delete q from LIST;
(16) L(q)← r;
(17) q← p; p← prec(p);
(18) endif
(19) endwhile
The complexity of the above step is O(n). The argument is identical to the one in [4]. Briefly speaking, once an index is
deleted from LIST, it is pushed on STACK (lines 15 and 16) and it is not inserted in LIST again. At any time STACK contains
deleted indices. Clearly, the work required in re-computing slopes and obtaining Θ1(r) from Θ1(r − 1) (lines 3–12) is
proportional to the number of deleted indices, i.e., those in STACK. Since at most (n− 1) indices can be deleted, the step is
O(n).
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Step 2(b). (for right LCMs)
This step is similar to step 2(a) and is applied to the right LCM. In this step, let h′(r) = g rr+1 and H ′(r) = [g rr+1], and
Θ2(r) = Θ2r . We use right labels R(r) for 1 ≤ r ≤ n + 1 instead of left labels L(r) and simultaneously compute h′(r)
and H ′(r), and Θ2(r), 1 ≤ r ≤ n. The right labels have the property that for each r , u and v are consecutive indices with
R(u) < r and R(v) < r if and only if [u, v) is a section of the right LCM for Πr . Initialize R(r) = 0 for 1 ≤ r ≤ n + 1. The
time complexity is O(n).
Step 3.
This step computesΘ(r) = Θ1(r)+Θ2(r), for 1≤ r ≤ n and finds an index s such thatΘ(s) = min{Θ(r) : 1 ≤ r ≤ n}.
This step is O(n).
Step 4(a).
This step computes the optimal integer solution [g s(j)], 1 ≤ j ≤ s, to problem IP1 forΠs. It uses labels L(r) and function
value H(r) determined in Step 2(a).
p← 0; q← 1;
while q ≤ s do
while L(q) ≤ s do q = q+ 1 endwhile;
for j = p+ 1 to q do [g s(j)] ← H(q) endfor;
p← q; q← p+ 1;
endwhile
Obviously, the time complexity is O(n).
Step 4(b).
This step computes the optimal integer solution [g s(j)], s+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n for problem P2 forΠs. It is similar to Step 4(a), but
uses right labels R(u) instead of the left labels L(u) and H ′ instead of H . Therefore, the time complexity is O(n).
Hence, the total time complexity (or the worst-case time) of this new algorithm is O(n).
We nowmake some remarks. We first assert that the integer optimal function computed in Step 4(a) has the same value
over a segment. To see this note that Step 2(a) of the above algorithm determines values of labels with the already stated
property that for each r , p and q are consecutive indices with L(p) > r and L(q) > r if and only if (p, q] is a section of the
left LCM forΠr . Step 4(a) generates sections of the left LCM using these labels. It then assigns constant value H(q) = [h(q)],
determined in Step 2(a), to the integer optimal function over each section (p, q]. As stated earlier, the unconstrained function
h is constant over each segment and equals the slope of that segment. Since each segment is a disjoint union of one or more
sections, this function has the same value over every section that is in the segment. The strong rounding scheme then assigns
the same rounded value to the integer optimal function over every section in the segment. This proves our assertion.
As explained above the algorithm generates sections. We may make a minor change in it to generate segments. Simply
replace the strict inequality ‘‘>’’ in line 4 by ‘‘≥’’ and inequality ‘‘≤’’ in line 13 by ‘‘<’’. Then the generated labels will have
the property that for each r , p and q are consecutive indiceswith L(p) > r and L(q) > r if and only if (p, q] is a segment of the
left LCM forΠr . This follows directly from the way the LCM is computed by using slopes and deleting points. Step 4(a) will
then generate segments instead of sections. The strong rounding schemewill give exactly the same result as before, because
same rounded value will be assigned over the entire segment. Of course, these observations also apply to the algorithm
in [4]. However, since we are involved with rounding in our algorithm, distinction between segments and sections becomes
significant. This will be verified below when we define and apply the weak rounding scheme.
In the weak rounding scheme we work with sections, hence we use the algorithm that generates sections. Since each
section has constant unconstrained function value, we assign the same rounded value over the entire section. If the
unconstrained value over a section is precisely halfwaybetween two integers, thenwe round it up or downarbitrarily subject
only to the preservation of isotonicity [5]. Those values that are not precisely halfway, we round them to the nearest integer
as before. Thus, suppose (p, q] and (y, z] are the sections of the left LCMwith q ≤ y, and h(q) and h(z) are constant function
values over the two respective sections. Then we round h(q) and h(z) arbitrarily so that [h(q)] ≤ [h(z)]. In particular, if
h(q) = h(z) and this value is exactly halfway between two integers, then we may round h(q) to the nearest lower integer
and h(z) to the nearest upper integer as long as this does not violate the overall non-decreasing isotonicity. We may of
course round it to the same integer. Such a situation may arise for sections of the same segment because the function h
is constant over a segment and equals the segment’s slope. Thus this rounding scheme generates more solutions than the
strong rounding scheme. All the solutions obtained by the strong rounding scheme is a subset of all the solutions obtained
by the weak rounding scheme. Weak rounding scheme will be applied in steps 4(a) and 4(b). The pseudo-code for these
steps will have to be modified appropriately. In steps 2(a) and 2(b) wemay use the strong rounding scheme since it is easier
to implement and in these steps we are not computing an optimal solution.
Now we present an application of the strong and weak rounding schemes as an example. Let S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, f =
(0, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 0}, w = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). By computing the LCMs, we may verify that the each of the two symmetric functions
g = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0) and g = (0, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5) is an optimal solution to the unconstrained quasi-convex problem
with d(f , g) = 0.50. Let us consider the first function g , the second function can be treated similarly. The left LCM has
one segment (0, 4] but has two sections (0, 3] and (3, 4] which make up the segment (0, 4]. The right LCM has just one
segment and section [4, 6). Then, strong rounding up and down gives the following two functions: [g] = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0) and
[g] = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). It so happens that they are optimal to the integer quasi-convex problemwith d(f , [g]) = 1.5. Of course,
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these solutionsmay also be obtained by applying the above algorithm. Since g is constant on a segment, it follows that under
strong rounding [g] is also constant over a segment. For example, the above g and [g] have values, 0.5 and 1, respectively,
on the section (0, 4]. Now under the weak rounding scheme, [g] has a constant value over each section, and these values are
obtained by rounding up or down as long as the required monotonicity is preserved. Since solutions obtained under strong
rounding are also obtained under weak rounding, the above two [g] functions are also optimal solutions to the integer
problem under weak rounding. In addition, weak rounding gives the solution [g] = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0)with d(f , [g]) = 1.5. Here
we round up on section (0, 3] and round down on section (3, 4] preserving the non-increasing property of [g] on (0, 4].
As seen above, properties of an optimal integer quasi-convex solution depend upon the rounding scheme used. To give
another example, it was shown in Proposition 5.1 of [4] that an optimal quasi-convex solution is constant over a run of f .
An interval [u, v] = {u, u+ 1, . . . , v} of consecutive indices S = {1, 2, . . . , n} is called a run of f if fu−1 6= fu = fu+1 = fu =
. . . = fv 6= fv+1, where f0 = fn+1 = ∞. We now derive such a result for our integer quasi-convex problem.
Proposition 3.1. Let [u, v] be a run of f . Then there exists an index r with u ≤ r ≤ v such that an optimal solution to the integer
quasi-convex problem obtained by our algorithm using the strong rounding scheme is constant over [u, r] and [r, v].
Proof. There exists an index r , optimal solutions x = (g1, g2, . . . , gr) and y = (gr+1, gr+2, . . . , gn) to problems P1 and P2
respectively such that the strongly rounded [g] = ([g1], [g2], . . . , [gn]) is optimal to the integer quasi-convex problem.
Then, as in the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [4], x is constant over [u, r] and y is constant over [r, v]. Strong rounding ensures
that [x] is constant over [u, r] and [y] is constant over [r, v]. 
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